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The State Transition Matrix

The state transi on matrix (STM) or matrizant, Φ(tf , t0), gives a linear approxima on

to the behavior of a dynamical system in the vicinity of some reference trajectory.

Varia ons in ini al condi ons, δx0, at me t0 are mapped into varia ons in the final

state, δxf , at me tf .

δxf ≈ Φ(tf , t0)δx0

Calculating the STM

Suppose a dynamical system for the state x ∈ Rn is described by the vector field F

d

dt
x = F(x)

The state transi on matrix associated with a given trajectory arises from simultaneous

integra on of the first order varia onal equa ons

dΦ(t, 0)
dt

= ∂F(x)
∂x

Φ(t, 0), Φ(0, 0) = In

No analy cal solu ons exist in the three body problem

Numerical integra on required to calculate STM

Impulsive Relative Transfers

Suppose the state, x, is par oned into posi on, r, and velocity, v. The final rela ve

posi on δrf can be expressed in terms of ini al varia ons.

δrf ≈ Φr
r(tf , t0)δr0 + Φr

v(tf , t0)δv0

Given an ini al rela ve posi on, r0, and a desired final rela ve posi on, rf , the ini al

rela ve velocity to achieve that final posi on is given by

δv0 ≈ (Φr
v(tf , t0))−1 (δrf − Φr

r(tf , t0)δr0)
Final rela ve velocity can be calculated from the STM

δvf ≈ Φv
v(tf , t0)δv0 + Φv

r (tf , t0)δr0

ini al and final δv impulses calculated from difference with desired values

desired final velocity is zero rela ve iner al velocity rela ve to telescope

similar technique to find ini al costates for con nuous thrust op mal control
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Starshades for Exoplanet Direct Imaging

A starshade satellite forma on flying in coordina on near a space telescope

Enables direct imaging of exoplanets by blocking out starlight

Requires considera on of cost to maneuver starshade for each observa on [1]

Assumes the telescope flies on a known stable orbit in Sun-Earth space

Op mal mission scheduling

Balances poten al science objec ves with limited fuel to maneuver

Takes poten ally millions of cost func on evalua ons to approximate solu on

Requires fast evalua on of the cost func on for a proposed mission schedule

Evalua ng the maneuever cost func on ∆v

Requires solu on of a boundary value problem with many design variables
Transfer me ∆t
Ini al and final posi on along sphere around telescope δr0 and δrf

Takes mul ple numerical integra ons of 42 equa on system to solve exactly

Employs costly numerical integra on to find STM even for linear approxima on

Exis ng interpola on approaches ignore poten ally important spa al variables [2]

Our approach

Avoid online costs by precompu ng STMs along the telescope trajectory

Combine and interpolate STMs online to solve for any maneuver cost

Composing STMs

Cocycle condi ons allow for STMs along consecu ve segments to be composed into

a single STM along the combined trajectory.

Φ(t, 0) = Φ(t, t2)Φ(t2, t1)Φ(t1, 0)

Interpolation of the STM

Let (a, b) ⊆ ∆, then an entrywise linear interpolant of Φ is given by

Φ(b, a) ≈ I + b − a

|∆|
(Φ(∆) − I)

Error in any matrix norm is quadra c in |∆|.

Precomputation and Online Computation

To quickly calculate the STM along any por on of the telescope’s periodic orbit

Perform the following ahead of me

Divide the trajectory into 2m subintervals ∆m,j evenly spaced from T0 to Tf

Precompute and store the STM Φ(∆m,j) along each subset of the trajectory

Build up and store Φ(∆i,j) for i from 0 to m − 1 using cocycle condi ons

∆m,j =
(
T0 + Tf − T0

2m
j, T0 + Tf − T0

2m
(j + 1)

)

During schedule op miza on online

Follow logarithmic search algorithm to build up STM for desired me interval

Use cocycle condi ons on precomputed STMs contained in desired me range

Interpolate on end points of me intervals, and then use cocycle condi ons

Calculate approximate transfer costs using the resul ng STM

Benefits

Less than 2m matrix mul plica ons required for computa on

2m+1 − 1 matrices with 36 floa ng point entries each stored.

On the order of kilobytes and microseconds for m chosen to keep interpola on

error on the order of 0.1%

Delta-V Error

Compare ∆v calculated with exact STM vs an interpolated STM.

Along a 6 month L2 Halo orbit

5000 example transfers to and from uniform random look vectors

Interpolated STM has 1 day finest discre za on, and 0.5 day interpola on is

used on either side to demonstrate worst case error

Delta-v error is less than 0.05%, and diminishes for longer transfers

Accurate delta-v es mates with low memory requirements (50Kb) for any

nearby rela ve transfer
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